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To all, ?y/u??, i? ??? ???????*?:
Beit known that I, HENRY C. WILDER, of
Ashby, in the county of Middlesex and State
of Massachusetts, have invented a certain new
and useful Improvement in Safety-Valves, of
which the following is a specification.
This improvement relates to safety-valves
in which springs are employed to resist the
force tending to move the valve away from its
Seat.
I will describe a safety-valve embodying my
improvement, and then point out the improve
ment in claims.
In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1 is
longitudinal section of a safety-valve embody
ing my improvement. Fig. 2 is a longitudi
nal Section taken in a plane at right angles to
that of Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is a transverse section
thereof taken on the lines aca, Fig. 1. Fig. 4
is a detail view thereof. Fig. 5 is a longitudi
mal section of a valve, showing a modification
thereof. Fig. 6 is a sectional detail view of
the same, and Fig. 7 is another sectional de
tail view of the same.
25 Similar letters of reference designate corre
sponding parts in all the figures.
A designates the frame of the valve by which
the various parts are supported. As shown,
it consists of two arm-like portions, a ct, fast
upon a base-piece, B, and bearing at their
ends a cylindrical rim-like portion, C. The
Said arm-like portions, the base-piece, and
the ring-like portion are preferably made in
tegral.
35 The base-piece B is of circular form and
hollow. It extends for a considerable dis
tance laterally beyond the arm-like portions
at al. This is to afford provision for the es
cape of steam through apertures b in the up
per portion of the base-piece B.
A coupling-piece, D, is adapted to be screwed
into the lower portion of the base-piece B.
Said coupling-piece is adapted to be secured
in any suitable manner to a steam-boiler. Near
45 its upper end the coupling-piece constitutes a
valve-seat for a valve, E. Guides c on the
valve E guide the valve in its movements. A
recess in a projection, c, in the upper portion
of the valve is adapted to receive one end of
a pin, F. The valve is further guided in its

movements by the projection c', which is adapt
ed to move through an aperture in the upper
portion of the base-piece B. As shown, the
outwardly-extending end of the pin F is bi
furcated.
55
G is a lever fulcrumed near one end upon a
fulcrum-piece, d, forming part of the frame
A. About midway of its length the lever G
is recessed upon its under side to receive the
bifurcated end of the pin F. It will be seen 6o
that when the valve E is raised from its seat
it operates to move the lever G, through the
medium of the pin F.
His an adjustable section of the lever G.
It is adapted to be moved backward and for- 65
ward upon the upper surface of the lever G.
Owing to the contour of the upper surface of
the lever G the adjustable section H may be
moved thereon in a direction obliquely to the
direction of the movement of the valve.
7?
A set-screw, I, engaging with one end of
the adjustable section H, and bearing at its
free end upon the main section of the lever G,
may be adjusted to vary the position of the

adjustable section H upon the main section of 75

the lever G. Guides e e' on the main section

of the lever G guide the adjustable section H
in its movements.
J is a spring, shown as helical, arranged
between the arm-like portions (ta' of the frame
A. Bearing-pieces K K are arranged one
upon each end of the spring J. The bearing

piece Kis provided with a projection, f, upon
its lower side. Such projection is preferably
knife-edged at its lower extremity, and is
adapted to bear upon the upper surface of the
adjustable section H of the lever G. The
bearing-piece K is provided upon its upper
surface with a projection, g, adapted to receive
a knife-edged projection, h, upon the inner end
of a cylindrical plug, L, fitting within the rim
like portion C of the frame A, and secured
therein by screws or otherwise. The plug L
may be adjusted inwardly and outwardly to
vary the resistance of the spring J. Obvi. 95
ously the knife-edge may be arranged upon.
the bearing-piece and the projection which re
ceives it upon the plug, if desirable.
I preferably combine with the lever G a de
vice whereby the valve may be opened at IOO
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pleasure. A convenient form of device for
this purpose is shown in the drawings. It
consists of a lever, M, having a bifurcated end
extending between the arm-like portions at a
5 of the frame A. The bifurcate arms of the
lever pass one upon each side of the pin F,
and so as not to interfere with the rising of
the valve. A projection or rib, i, upon the
upper surface of the lever M, is shown for
acting against the lever G. By manipulating
the lever M the valve E may be raised from
its seat.
N is a cylindrical case or shell adapted to
inclose the parts. It may be moved on and off
longitudinally at pleasure.
Steam entering the coupling-piece D oper
ates to raise the Valve E from its seat. Force
is thereupon exerted upon the lever G by
means of the pin F, which force the spring J
has a tendency to Counteract. As the lever
G is raised, however, it operates to oscillate
the spring J in one direction, thus shifting
the point upon the lever where the resistance
of the spring is exerted, and Inoving such point
of resistance more and more out of the line of
application of force exerted by the escaping
steam. By this arrangement the tendency of
the resistance of a Spring to increase when ar
ranged to receive the application of a force
exerted to overcome such resistance in a di
rect line is overcome, and the danger arising
from sudden alnd undue increase of boiler
pressure is averted.
By varying the position of the adjustable
section H of the lever G, the valve may be set
to operate at any desired steam-pressure, as
by such variation the resistance of the spring
may be increased or decreased.
In the example of my improvement shown
in Figs. 5, 6, and 7 the frame A, as shown in
Figs. 1, 2, and 3, is not needed, and for this
reason the shell N and the base-piece B are
preferably made integral.
O designates a frame having a circular base
portion, o, and arm-like portions o'. A semi
circular connecting-piece, o, extends between
the arm-like portions 0, but the same may be
omitted. In this example of my improvement
the pin F is preferably made integral with
the frame O. A projection, o', upon the un
der side of the circular base portion o of the
frame serves to raise Said base portion some
what above the bottom of case or shell N.
The spring J is arranged within the frame
5 5 O. The lower end of the spring rests upon a
bearing-piece, K. A. Screw, p, passing through
a screw - threaded aperture in the projec
tion o' on the base portion 0, is affixed to the
bearing-piece K. A bearing-piece, K', is ar
6) ranged upon the opposite end of the spring
J. Said bearing-piece has a knife-edged pro
jection upon its upper Surface adapted to bear
upon the adjustable section H, arranged be
neath and adapted to be moved backward
65 and forward within guides upon the lever G.
The lever G is fulcrumed at upon down
wardly-extending parts of the arm-like por

tions o' of the frame O. Pins or projections
s on the lever G are adapted to abut against
projections s' near the upper end of the arm- O
like portions o', and prevent the lever G from
moving so far in one direction as it would oth
erwise do.
The set-screw I has upon it a circumferen
tial rim adapted to engage with a slot in the 7 5
adjustable section H of the lever G, whereby,
when the screw is turned, it will carry with
it in its forward and backward movement
the said adjustable section. A stop, t, on the
adjustable section BH prevents a too-extended So
movement in one direction.
The knife-edged projection upon the cylin
drical plug L bears upon the upper surface of
the level G.
By adjusting the screw pinwardly or out- 85
wardly the resistance of the spring J may be
varied.
The operation of this example of my im
provement is that of toggle-levers, of which
the frame O constitutes one lever, and the go
lever G the other. When pressure is exerted
upon the valve, it operates to raise the frame
or lever O. The lever G is then caused to be
moved against the resistance of the spring J,
the result being that the levers are oscillated. 95
What I claim as my invention, and desire
to secure by Letters Patent, is
1. In a safety-valve, the combination of a
valve, a lever having an adjustable section, a
connection between the valve and the lever, JoJ
and a spring exerting force at one end against
the adjustable section of the lever for operat
ing the lever in one direction, substantially as
specified.
2. In a safety-valve, the combination of a lo5
'alve, a lever laaving am adjustable section, a
connection between the lever and the valve, a
spring exerting force at One end upon the ad
justable Section of the lever, and at the other
end upon an adjustable bearing-point, sub- I Io
stantially as specified.
3. In a safety-valve, the combination of a
valve, E, a pin, F, a lever, G, fulcrumed upon
a fixed portion of the frame of the valve, and
having an obliquely-adjustable section, H, the 115
spring J, and the plug L, Substantially as
specified.
4. In a safety-valve, the combination of a
valve, E, a pin, F, a lever, G, fulcrumed upon
a fixed portion of the frame of the valve, and Izo
having an obliquely-adjustable section, H,
the spring J, and the trip M, substantially as
specified.
5. In a safety-valve, the combination of a
frame, A, having the base-piece B, extending (25
beyond the main or upper portion of the case
or shell, apertures b in the base-piece B, the
valve E, the pin F, the lever G, and the
spring J, substantially as specified.
IIENRY C, WILDIER.
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T. J. KEANE,

W. G. LIPSEY.

